Application of Genetic Algorithm in Common Optimization Problems
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ABSTRACT

Use of non-deterministic algorithms for solving multi-variable optimization problems is widely used nowadays. Genetic Algorithm belongs to a group of stochastic biomimicry algorithms, it allows us to achieve optimal or near-optimal results in large optimization problems in exceptionally short time (compared to standard optimization methods). Major advantage of Genetic Algorithm is the ability to fuse genes, to mutate and do selection based on fitness parameter. These methods protect us from being trapped in local optima (Most of deterministic algorithms are prone to getting stuck on local optima). In this paper we experimentally show the upper hand of Genetic Algorithms compared to other traditional optimization methods by solving complex optimization problem.
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1 Introduction

Modern medical researches involve more math and calculations than ever, including the optimization of large experimental datasets and complex bio-chemical simulations. Modern radiation therapy heavily uses optimization algorithms [1]-[3] to achieve best possible tumor irradiation while protecting the surrounding healthy tissue. To achieve this, the optimization algorithm must find best possible irradiation angles [4] and dose fluence maps based on multiple constraints set by a medical physicist. The problem here is a complexity of the optimization area (irregular tumor shape, irregular patient surface, multiple healthy organs surrounding the tumor) and the limited time to make an optimal treatment/irradiation plan.

Even though there exists a software for automatic irradiation angle selection, but most of the hospitals can’t afford to have it on their workstation(s). In addition to being expensive, the runtime of a common optimization process is painfully slow [5], requires pretty powerful computer and usually takes most of the processing power of the workstation making it less usable for other tasks while optimization is running. While it’s hard to get the best possible plan from the optimizer in reasonable time, it’s possible to tradeoff q bit of the plan quality for the time required for calculations. All of above-mentioned problems can be resolved purely by proper software and optimization algorithms. It’s well known [6][7][8][9] that most of the large scale, multi variable, hard constrained minimization problems can be hard to solve (in time) for traditional deterministic optimization algorithms, while stochastic approach can give reasonably optimal solutions in marginally short time.

In this paper we employ a certain type of stochastic algorithms - Genetic Algorithm [10] to solve multi variable, heavily constrained IMRT (Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy) beam angle optimization problem.
2 Materials and Methods

Genetic algorithm has been around for quite a while now (Initially described by John Holland in 1960s [11]) and is frequently used for modern-day optimization problems. There exist several types of Genetic Algorithms (GA in future references). This kind of algorithms must have a set of the following five components to work properly:

- A genetic representation for potential solutions to the problem.
- A way to create an initial population of potential solutions.
- An evaluation function that plays the role of the environment, rating solutions in terms of their fitness to the environment.
- Genetic operators that alter individuals for the composition of children.
- Values for various parameters that the Genetic Algorithm uses (Population size, probabilities of applying genetic operators, etc.).

As mentioned above Genetic algorithm uses population-based approach to the optimization problem. This means that there are several virtual entities or so called “seekers” in every GA instance, each representing a potential solution to the task (in our case – set of beam angles). During each optimization step, the quality of each seeker is evaluated using a Fitness function - calculating how good they are relative to the problem domain. After each evaluation round, comes Selection, which is a way for GA to move towards better search area. The working principle is somehow like natural selection – fittest individuals (seekers with better scores on evaluation round) have highest chances to survive for next iteration. This way worst possible angle sets are eliminated from the search area, resulting in simplification of the search task for remaining seekers. However, if we never create new individuals our optimization process will end prematurely – giving unacceptably bad results, therefore we have an artificial reproduction system for the seekers – a Crossover. This is a procedure of combining two individual “genes” (each ‘gene’ is an angle in our case) to produce offspring which inherits best characteristics of their parents. Simplest example of crossover is single point crossover which is shown bellow:

```
Parent 1 DNA: 01010110
Parent 2 DNA: 11100001
Crossover points: 3
Child 1 DNA:   01000001
Child 2 DNA:   11110110
```

It’s well known that deterministic algorithms are usually prone to being entrapped in a local extreme point of the optimization curve [12]. This can be avoided by the introduction of random gene alteration in one or two seekers, also called Mutation – is a genetic operator that plays major and distinctive role in the performance of GA. It prevents the population from stagnating at any local optima, technically it means that you take one or more random chromosomes (angles) from DNA (set of angles) string and change it. The optimization is finished when no measurable improvements are observed for predefined number of generations.

In order to show effectiveness of GA for IMRT beam angle optimization problem, we have created treatment plans for three real-life treatment areas, three for each, using our GA based solution, traditional equispaced beam setups and Varian BAO commercial software. MATLAB has been chosen as a programming language. The basis of the project is an open source framework MatRad [13]. It contains all the required tools to do the treatment planning including ray tracing and inverse planning functionality. Source code developed by us during the research will be added to the MatRad system with the authors consent.

3 Calculations and Results

The algorithm has been tested on 3 clinical cases: Brain tumor, Skin tumor (on the nose), Lung tumor. For each case an IMRT (Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy) plan has been created using genetic algorithm. Resulting angles has been imported to Varian Eclipse treatment planning system for final dose distribution calculation. The optimization was done on Dell Precision T5600 with 2x – E5-2620 and 32Gb Ram.
In order to eliminate unwanted biasing, optimization parameters for both our GA-BAO implementation and Varian BAO framework were exactly the same. GA-BAO gave most notable improvements compared to other methods in Brain tumor case. Figure 1 shows the comparison of Dose Volume Histograms from genetic based optimizer and Varian BAO. Overall evaluation of the comparison shows decreased healthy tissue doses with better target coverage and homogeneous dose distribution for GA. Optimization time – 86 minutes.

Lung tumor – In this case Varian BAO gave clearly unacceptable field set, having some of the fields entering body from the direction of healthy lung. Therefore, for this case only man-made and GA-BAO plans were evaluated. Even though generally for lung cancers experience based manual planning is a preferred way to go, our methodology gave better overall plan quality and dose distribution to the target (Figure 2). Also, doses for both lungs and heart is marginally better while maintaining good target coverage. Optimization time – 134 minutes.

Figure 1: DVH (Dose Volume Histogram) comparison for brain tumor plan, GA-BAO vs. Varian BAO

Figure 2: DVH (Dose Volume Histogram) comparison of human-made and GA-BAO plans
The only case where GA-BAO was beaten was the Skin tumor. In this case our plan was slightly better than the one created by Varian BAO but was slightly worse than the one created by an expert, however the difference between these three were insignificant. The reason behind expert-made plan being the best is that other plans consisted of only coplanar fields (Figure 3), while the expert used non-coplanar field alignment (Figure 4), increasing dose modulation and healthy tissue sparing even further.

To summarize the results GA-BAO approach definitely has potential to replace currently used BAO techniques and further improve treatment plan quality. GA algorithm proved to be versatile tool for planning, since it could easily eliminate obviously bad angles from the beginning steps of calculations and never got stuck in local extreme point of the optimization curve. As it is right now, the main weakness of our implementation is its inability to use non-coplanar fields, however this feature will be added in our future works. Regarding optimization speed: while GA-BAO was mostly faster than Varian BAO, its speed can be further improved by better parallelization and code tweaking.

4 Conclusions

This paper describes the nature of Genetic algorithm, its structure and one specific application case. We present a comparison of three IMRT beam angle selection methods in
terms of resulting treatment plan quality, showing that the application of genetic algorithm for multi-variable, hard constrained, large scale optimization tasks can be a good solution to the typical technical problems of standard deterministic approaches. Calculation results showed that, in every case, except one, GA-BAO got better normal tissue sparing and better dose homogeneity compared to plans created by human expert or Varian BAO algorithm. In general, the versatility of evolutionary algorithms makes GA a feasible tool for treatment planning for mostly all treatment locations. Early testing indicates that genetic algorithm in radiation therapy has quite promising future and points out important areas where improvements can be made. Further development can decrease required time for optimization (Using GPU for ray tracing and large matrix manipulations) [15] and pre-optimization filtration of obviously infeasible field angles can shrink the search area, while added non-coplanar mode will increase resulting plan quality.
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